Over the last 60 years, Sea Turtle Conservancy has shown that endangered sea turtles can be recovered—through sustained research and conservation that includes habitat protection, elimination of human-caused threats, and creative education programs that build public support for saving these amazing animals. As evidence of this success, both loggerhead and green turtle numbers in Florida are increasing. Similar results are being seen at STC’s project sites in Panama, where both hawksbills and leatherbacks are setting record nesting levels.

I wish all the news for sea turtles was good, but the reality is turtles are struggling in a few locations where STC works. This is particularly true in Bermuda, where we’ve seen a major die-off of seagrass that is having a calamitous impact on the island’s juvenile green turtle population. And in Panama, despite a major growth in nesting by leatherbacks at Soropta Beach, during the last two years we’ve seen a shocking increase in the rate of illegal egg harvesting.

Started over 50 years ago, the Bermuda Turtle Project (BTP) is one of our longest-running programs. For millennia, sea turtles and seagrasses thrived together in a balanced ecosystem in Bermuda, but as so often is the case, that balance has been destroyed by human disturbances, including nutrient runoff, boat traffic and climate change. In 2021 STC researchers documented a dramatic decline in seagrass throughout the island. As a result, sea turtles are vanishing from many long-term study sites, and those that remained show health declines. It is critical that we learn why seagrass is disappearing in Bermuda, and support conservation actions to restore this habitat.

The Bocas del Toro region of Panama hosts globally important levels of nesting by hawksbill and leatherback turtles. Since the early 2000s, STC has studied these nesting populations and conducted community-based education and conservation to protect nests and curtail illegal hunting. This summer STC documented a dramatic increase in leatherback nesting at Soropta Beach, which is very encouraging and provides evidence that STC’s sustained efforts are producing measurable results. Unfortunately, while we celebrate this jump in nesting, we are alarmed about a significant increase in illegal egg harvesting. In 2022, STC will implement a new approach to curtail poaching at Soropta, including the operation of hatchery where we can relocate and protect as many nests as possible. STC uses hatcheries only as a last resort; unfortunately, we have reached that point at Soropta.

This combination of good and bad news for sea turtles is a constant reminder that STC cannot rest on its past successes. While it is important to acknowledge and celebrate whenever our research finds that sea turtles are responding well to conservation efforts, we must also remain vigilant in identifying and responding to each new threat. To do this, we depend on the support of people, businesses and foundations that care as much as we do about sea turtles and the marine environment. Thank you for your support!

David Godfrey
Executive Director
Because travel restrictions due to COVID-19 were lifted in 2021, STC resumed normal operations and achieved its research, conservation and education goals in Tortuguero. In-person educational outreach resumed, resulting in hundreds of community members and visitors learning about how they can protect Tortuguero’s sea turtles. STC participated in direct conservation by rescuing adult green turtles from illegal hunting and re-burying hawksbill eggs that were recovered by law enforcement.

STC’s RAs monitored all sea turtle species nesting at Tortuguero to determine population trends, reproductive success and survival threats. Green turtle nesting results (June–December): During the 2021 green turtle season, 44,275 green turtle nests were laid on Tortuguero Beach. The average hatching and emergence success for nests was 78.3% and 73.4%, respectively, which is quite good for this species. Leatherback nesting results (early 2022): During the 2022 leatherback nesting season, 156 leatherback nests were laid on Tortuguero Beach. The average hatching success was 48.1% and the average emergence success was 43.21%, which were both slightly higher compared to last year.

Through our research and conservation programs in Bocas del Toro, Panama, STC monitored and protected both leatherback and hawksbill turtle nests at several project beaches, including Chiriquí Beach, where over 3,600 leatherback nests and more than 1,500 hawksbill nests were recorded. Based on data collected by STC since 2003, an assortment of half a dozen beaches near Bocas del Toro hosts the fourth largest nesting colony of leatherback turtles in the world and one of the largest colonies of hawksbills remaining in the Caribbean. STC’s work in the area is protecting turtles, raising public awareness, fostering community involvement in conservation and promoting ecotourism as a substitute to sea turtle consumption.

**Sea Turtle Lighting Update**

In 2021, STC completed several lighting evaluation trips to Southwest Florida and Fort Lauderdale Beach, the area in Florida with the highest rate of sea turtle disorientation, as part of two long-term grants from the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation. In total, STC completed the lighting retrofit at 19 beachfront properties in Florida in 2021. STC also educated 220 code enforcement personnel from 14 different Florida counties on how to identify lighting violations and recommend the best turtle-friendly solutions to correct the problem. As a global leader in light pollution mitigation for sea turtles, STC uses creative educational strategies and turtle friendly lighting technology to reduce sea turtle disorientations.
Tour de Turtles Education Program

STC’s most popular education program is the annual Tour de Turtles (TDT), an online education event that tracks the migrations of a dozen or more turtles being monitored by satellite. In 2021, the fourteenth year of the program, we released the following turtles with satellite transmitters: five leatherbacks from Soropta Beach, Panama; four leatherbacks from Jupiter Island, Florida; two green turtles and one hawksbill from Tortuguero, Costa Rica; four loggerheads from the Archie Carr National Wildlife Refuge in Melbourne Beach, Florida; two hawksbills from Nevis, West Indies; and two rehabilitated juvenile green turtles in partnership with The Turtle Hospital in the Florida Keys. Due to COVID-19 restrictions, we weren’t able to hold our normal large public releases. However, the Tour de Turtles website was more popular than ever as 22,800 people logged on in just three months.

Advocacy in Florida

Florida’s globally-important sea turtle populations face a myriad of anthropogenic threats, with coastal armoring and artificial lighting being the most urgent. During the 2021 Florida Legislative Session, STC advocated against two bills that would have greatly expanded both of these threats. One of the bills, which failed to pass through its first committee, sought to deregulate coastal armoring and would have created an explosion of sea wall construction along important sea turtle nesting habitat in Florida. Another bill would have undermined local sea turtle protection ordinances that prohibit unshielded white lights during sea turtle nesting season. STC worked with the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC) to craft amendment language, which was later approved, that exempted sea turtle protection ordinances from the restrictions in the bill. STC will continue to be a strong voice for Florida’s threatened and endangered sea turtles and their habitats to ensure that they survive well into the future.

Bermuda Turtle Program Update

This summer, STC staff biologists Dr. Dan Evans and Rick Herren joined our long-term partners in Bermuda to successfully carry out critical field research as part of the Bermuda Turtle Project (BTP). Studying sea turtles in their marine environment is vital to finding out how well they are doing at various life stages. Over the last five decades, the BTP has developed into a multifaceted study of sea turtles in their developmental habitat – a place where young sea turtles from around the Atlantic and Caribbean come to grow up. While we had to postpone our Bermuda field research in 2020 due to the pandemic, the project forged ahead in 2021 under the scientific leadership of STC’s staff. The most notable takeaway from this year’s research in Bermuda is that major ecological changes underway on the island have resulted in a massive die-off of seagrasses—the main food source for juvenile green turtles. More research is needed to fully understand the complicated factors at work, but it almost certainly involves water quality degradation associated with excess nutrient and pollutant runoff from the island, combined with disturbance by human activities. Some people in Bermuda have been quick to suggest overgrazing by sea turtles as the cause, but it seems unlikely an animal that has thrived around Bermuda for thousands, or possibly millions, of years—in greater numbers than seen today—would be the cause of this collapse. To better understand the changes underway in Bermuda, the BTP was expanded this summer to include vessel-based transect surveys to estimate the current size of the green turtle population. We also initiated a new sea turtle health assessment that involved analyzing blood samples from captured animals to compare with healthy populations in Florida.
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